
Privileged Access Management and Auditing for the Windows® enterprise. 

Does your Windows® environment have a defined security standard? You know  
having a secure network is essential in warding off harmful activities from 
ransomware to data theft. Even when present, a security baseline is only effective  
if it is consistently enforced. Visual Click’s DSRAZOR for Windows® provides you  
with the tools you need to create, maintain and enforce your security standards.

Preventing security incidents does not occur by accident. Setting and enforcing 
security standards helps your posture and reduces the chances of an incident and 
resulting fallout.

Perhaps you inherited a Windows® network without security documentation or even 
a security plan. Maybe yours is a well-thought-out and maintained environment but 
lacks a method to help you remove administrative and change permissions from 
your helpdesk, HR team and others. DSRAZOR, including the Zero Privilege option, 
provides all the functionality you will need for both occasions.

Highlights

•  DSRAZOR provides customizable Windows® applets for reporting, creating, 
managing and more. DSRAZOR’s Zero Privilege functionality allows removal 
of direct file system and Active Directory permissions further enhancing the 
security posture of your environment.

•   DSRAZOR customized reporting consoles can be easily distributed to your 
management and other teams to provide the reports they require, both 
interactively and scheduled with email delivery.

•  DSRAZOR helps you find and correct security weaknesses in your Windows®  
File System permissions (Shares, Folders and Files).

•  DSRAZOR helps you find and correct security weaknesses in your Active 
Directory, and Azure Active Directory (Microsoft Entra ID®).

•  DSRAZOR customizable security applets further your standards by ensuring 
correct user creation and management including for helpdesk teams.

•   DSRAZOR provides regular reporting to ensure your security standards and 
baseline are being maintained.

•  Visual Click Software’s DSRAZOR product is designed to be part of a 
comprehensive security approach.
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